Example: Motivation:
Example: The skin membrane corresponds to the kernel subpopulations; it contains objects, evolution rules and communication rules The star topology is not as frequently used in DEA as other topologies This structure is similar with that used in the membrane algorithm by [Nishida, 2004] Other topologies (e.g. ring and other cyclic graphs based) can be easily put in correspondence with tissue P systems send a copy of an element from the source subpopulation to the target one Selection of the elements to be transferred:
At random: each element has the same probability to be selected In an elitist manner: copies of best elements are sent to replace worst elements in the target subpopulation The (sub)populations are evolved in parallel for a given number of generations The communications stage is based on a sequential application of the following steps:
Copies of the best element from each subpopulation are sent to the skin Random elements are injected into the skin The worst element in each subpopulation is replaced with an arbitrary element of the skin Numerical results for continuous optimization problems 
